
L.E.S.O.
Law Enforcement Support Office



The Law Enforcement Support Office (LESO) or LESO 
Program, facilitates 10 US Code 2576a, which 
originated from the National Defense Authorization 
Act of Fiscal Year 1997.This law allows transfer of 
excess Department of Defense property (equipment) 
that might otherwise be destroyed to law 
enforcement agencies across the United States and 
its territories.



Currently there are only two officers who can access and 
request these items from the government.

Sgt Parsons and Cpl Story

Chief Devlin is the supervisor in charge of the program 
for the Fenwick Island Police Department and it is up to 
him who is authorized to search and request the items.



Once the officer signs into the L.E.S.O. program, he will 
be guided through to a search portal where he can 
access certain bases, certain items, and numerous 
categories to aide in the search.

Example:  I can search all the bases on the entire east 
coast for an item, or I can search for an individual item 
and it will bring me the results of ALL the bases world 
wide that have that item.







Once an item is located, additional information can sometimes be obtained by clicking on the item/Picture/Numbers:



Once we are ready to put in for the item, I will go back out the search page and click on the shopping cart icon.  This will bring 
me to the page where I will need justification or the reason why the police department needs this item or items.



Once the justification has been put in and the request is submitted, the next step 
in the process is that the L.E.S.O. officer located at DEMA in Smyrna will review it.  
He then has to submit the request to his supervisor, who also has to review it and 
give his permission for the police department to have the items.  The request is 
then approved by the L.E.S.O. officer in Smyrna.

Once the L.E.S.O. officer approves it, the request then gets forwarded to the main 
Defense Logistics Agency (L.E.S.O.) in Battle Creek, MI.  This office will review the 
request as well and it will be up to them whether our department will be 
approved for the item.  Not only do they check that our department is authorized 
the equipment, but also if the equipment is still in inventory as there are many 
other organizations that put in for the same equipment and this program runs on 
a first come first serve basis. (There have been times where we have lost out on 
good equipment because of the long drawn out process)



Once Battle Creek approves the item for our department, we will receive an email stating the property has been awarded to 
our department.  The email will look like the one below:

DATE: 01/16/2021 04:21:58 CST 

A Material Release Order (MRO) was awarded for the below material 

CONTACT INFORMATION:
STATION: DE FENWICK ISLAND POLICE DEPT (2YTD1X)
NAME: Christopher Story 
PHONE:3025392000 
EMAIL:christopher.story@cj.state.de.us

MATERIAL INFORMATION:
REQUISITION NUMBER: 2YTD1X-1012-9458
DTID: FB449700551801
NSN: 2340DSMULE000
REQUESTED QUANTITY: 1
AWARDED QUANTITY: 1
DEMIL CODE: A
DEMIL INTEGRITY CODE: 6
SUPPLY CONDITION CODE: H
UNIT OF ISSUE: EA - Each

ACTION: 
Please contact the applicable Disposition Services Field Site to coordinate
a pick-up or arrange for shipment of awarded material.  If material is not 
shipped within 14 days it may be cancelled and returned to stock. 

DISCLAIMER:
If at any time material is deemed prohibited by the Defense Logistics Agency
Law Enforcement Support Office (DLA LESO) the material must be returned to a
Disposition Services Field Office immediately. 
Transfer of "Controlled Equipment" to another LEA must receive prior approval
from the LESO office. 
LEAs that acquire "Controlled Equipment" must abide by its requirements
governing the return and/or disposal of "Controlled Equipment".

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
For additional information please contact your State Coordinator or the Law Enforcement Support Office at: 
Email:  LESO@DLA.MIL
Phone:  800.532.9946 

System: FEPMIS Production

mailto:LESO@DLA.MIL


Upon receipt of the email, we will 
also receive an email from the base 
where the property is located.  We 
will have 14 days to pick the property 
up from the bases.



This is a 5 Ton All Wheel Drive Vehicle.  This vehicle can easily drive 
through water, over obstacles, and even on the sand.  The sides of the 
bed of the truck will fold down.

The need for this vehicle was during hurricane Sandy, officers had no 
way of accessing the back streets to rescue residents.  It was part of 
the emergency action plan to acquire a vehicle like this specifically for 
this purpose.  The original cost of this vehicle was approximately 
$160,000.00, but the department will be able to obtain this vehicle 
free of charge.

There will be a cost to operate this vehicle with routine maintenance 
and up-keep as well as insurance when in use.



This is a HMMRV also known as a Humvee.  This is also an All Wheel 
Drive Vehicle.  This vehicle can easily drive through water, over 
obstacles, and even on the sand.  This vehicle can be driven not only 
during inclement weather, but also on a daily routine if necessary.

Again, the need for this vehicle was during hurricane Sandy, officers 
had no way of accessing the back streets to rescue residents.  It was 
part of the emergency action plan to acquire a vehicle like this 
specifically for this purpose.  The original cost of this vehicle was 
approximately $58,000.00, but the department will be able to obtain 
this vehicle free of charge.

There will be a cost to operate this vehicle with routine maintenance 
and up-keep as well as insurance when in use.



This vehicle is an Ford F150 pick up truck.  This vehicle can be used by 
Town Maintenance especially during Covid when it is recommended 
that personnel be separated and in their own vehicles.  



This vehicle is a Kubota Mule.  This vehicle can be used by the police 
department as well as Town Maintenance or Town Hall Staff.  This will 
allow the police department faster access to the beaches for 
emergency situations.



All L.E.S.O equipment is provided a “DEMIL CODE”.  These codes provide information as what conditions as well as if the 
items need to be controlled or not.  The HMMRV & 5 Ton are “Q6” which means at this time, after a year has passed, these 
vehicle can be removed from our inventory and sold to the public.  Any item that is DEMIL CODE “A”, the item is 
automatically removed from inventory after a year and can be disposed of at the towns discretion.  The L.E.S.O. program is 
basically to provide the police department with needed equipment at no charge to them.  It is not intended to be used as a 
monetary program after the year is up.  

The items obtained from the L.E.S.O. program WILL be inspected every year to ensure the department is using the items as 
justified.  Prior to any inspection, all items need to be at the police department for the inspection.  One year will be 
inspected by L.E.S.O. from DEMA, and the next from the L.E.S.O. officials from Battle Creek, MI.  (They will rotate every 
year.)

Another good thing about this program is that police departments can lend these items to other municipalities during times 
of emergencies.

State L.E.S.O. will also require that training be completed by anyone who will be operating the Q6 vehicles and the records 
indicating same will kept on file and the training will be put in policies.  (Currently the police department have two officers 
who can train individuals on these vehicle from their past and present military enlistments)
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